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Photographic Exposure
Colin Legg

Why does Auto sometimes get it wrong?

‘Correct’ exposure is subjective 

judgement

Predominantly white subject – camera will tend to under-expose Predominantly dark subject – camera will tend to over-expose

Tasks

Task 1: Know how to find the Exif data
What shutter speed, f-stop and ISO did the 

camera actually use?

(Exif = “Exchangeable image file format”)

Task 2:  Know how to find, 

and how to read, the histogram
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Tasks

Task 3: Take photos of: 

dark objects on dark background and 

light objects on light background

How well does the camera compensate?

High-contrast subjects – need to take meter reading in the right place

Why does Auto sometimes get it wrong?

Where does the camera measure the 

exposure?

Why does Auto sometimes get it wrong?

Metering Mode 
Is camera set on:
Average,

Centre-weighted, or

Spot metering?
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Predominantly mid-tone subject – camera gets it about right

Average metering

White (frosted) apples dominate metering area – under-exposed

Centre-weighted metering

White (frosted) apples dominate metering area – under-exposed

Centre-weighted 

+ 1 stop

Correct exposure by about 1.5 stops compensation

Centre-weighted 

+ 2 stops

Correct exposure by about 1.5 stops compensation

Spot metering

Spot metering about right with spot over darker centre
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Spot metering

Spot metering underexposes when spot over white apple

Tasks

Task 4: Take photos of 

dark objects on light background and 

light objects on dark background

Compare average, centre-weighted and 

spot metering

Task 5:  Know how to change the exposure 

compensation or bracket the exposure 

What is ‘Exposure’

“Amount of light per unit area reaching a 

photographic film or electronic image sensor”  

Wikipedia

What are the three Determinants of Exposure?

1/  Shutter speed

2/  Aperture (f stop)

3/  Luminance of the subject

NB  ISO determines the sensitivity to exposure, not the ‘exposure’ per se

Scales relating to Exposure

ISO Shutter speed f-number

12,800 8th 2

6400 16th 2.8

3200 30th 4

1600 60th 5.6

800 125th 8

400 250th 11

200 500th 16

100 1000th 22

Brighten 

image

Darken 

image

Low light

conditions

High light

conditions

What is f-number?

Focal ratio  = Focal length / Diameter

8 cm lens

1 cm diameter
=    f 8

Why f-number increases by the √2?

1 cm

1 cm
8 / 1 

= f 8
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Why f-number increases by the √2?

1 cm

2 cm

x 2

Why f-number increases by the √2?

2 cm

2 cm x 4

8 / 2

= f 4

Why f-number increases by the √2?

√2 cm

√2 cm x 2

8 / √2

= f 5.6

Why did √2 upset the Pythagoreans?

Hippasus of Metapontum
(5th Century BC)

It’s irrational

What is ISO?

International Organization for Standardization  

(IOS)

Organisation Internationale de Normalisation  

(OIN)

Международная организация по 

стандартизации (MOC)

‘Isos’  (ἴσος) – Greek for ‘equal’

What causes noise at high ISO?

Shot noise:  Insufficient light – random 

arrival of photons
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What causes noise at high ISO?

Sensor size Pixels /mm2 Pixel size

Nikon 368 mm2 65k 15.3 μm2

Sony compact 116 mm2 172k 5.8 μm2

Mobile phone 28 mm2 785k 1.2 μm2

ISO 25,600

¼ sec

F 2.8

What causes noise at high ISO?

Shot noise:  Insufficient light – random 

arrival of photons – Affects high ISO

Dark current:  Variation between pixels, 

Electronic noise – Affects long 

exposure times

Temperature

Tasks

Task 6: How high an ISO can you use 

before noise is noticeable / unacceptable

Dynamic Range Optimisation - DRO

Also known as:

Dynamic Range Optimizer (DRO) - Sony

Active D-lighting (ADL) - Nikon

Auto Lighting Optimiser (ALO) - Canon

... 

ADL Off

ADL Extra High Better detail in very 

dark and very light 

areas
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High Dynamic Range - HDR

Takes 3 photos:

2-stops over exposed

2-stops under

normal exposure

Combine all three to get the best of each

HDR using Fusion software

ADL Extra High – in camera

Best detail in very 

dark and very light 

areas
Tasks

Task 7: Does your camera have DRO or 

equivalent? 

Does it help on high contrast subjects?

Task 8: Does your camera do HDR?

If not, can you bracket exposure and do it 

on the computer?

Task 1: Know how to find the Exif data – Take a photo on Auto: 

What shutter speed, f-stop and ISO did the camera use?

Task 2: Know how to find, and how to read, the histogram

Set camera to Program (P) mode and ISO to 6400. Turn flash off.

Task 3: Take photos of: dark objects on dark background and

light objects on light background

How well does the camera compensate?

Task 4: Take photos of: dark objects on light background and 

light objects on dark background

Compare average, centre-weighted and spot metering

Task 5: Know how to change the exposure compensation

Task 6: How high an ISO can you use before noise is noticeable / 

unacceptable

Task 7: Does your camera have DRO or equivalent? 

Does it help on a high contrast subject?

Task 8: Does your camera do HDR?

If not, can you bracket exposure and do it on the computer?

Task 9: Remember to reset your camera to your usual settings!


